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AROUND THE CONFERENCE

Partnership in the Gospel

Kirk van der Swaagh, Area Representative for Greater New York City and New Jersey
This time they got it right. Most of the time when a
huge storm is predicted for New York City, it bypasses us, often sweeping over Long Island and then
traveling north to New England. When last October’s
“Super Storm Sandy” hit,
however, it was all that
had been promised. The
combined high tide and
storm surge drove the
Hudson and East Rivers, New York Harbor,
and the Atlantic Ocean
to record heights, flooding many parts of the
city and the surrounding
areas. An area called
the Rockaways in the
borough of Queens and
the New Jersey coastline
were particularly hard hit.
Close to home, the building complex in which my
family lives borders a
multilane roadway that
sits between us and the
Hudson River on the west side of Manhattan. We
marked the progress of the river’s rise throughout
the day, but were unprepared for the sight of water
cresting its banks and flowing over the roadway into
the surrounding streets. Thirty-three of the street
level apartments in our complex were flooded out
with up to five feet of water. In a similar fashion, the
sea swept across the Rockaway Peninsula, leav-

ing destruction in its wake. Providentially, these two
particular sections of the city are home to CCCC
churches that, by the grace of God, were able, with
the support of a sister church in the Bronx, to help
their neighbors in the
storm’s aftermath.
Immediately after the
storm members of
Neighborhood Church of
Greenwich Village and
the Bronx Household of
Faith joined forces to aid
the clean-out of flooded
apartments in my family’s complex as well as
provide food for those
who had been displaced.
Our presence made a
significant impression
on the tenants and staff.
Greenwich Village is not
a welcoming environment for the gospel; so
we were grateful for an
opportunity to put 1 Peter 2:12 to the test, speaking with actions among
those who would not as readily receive our words.
(1 Peter 2:12, Keep your conduct among the Gentiles honorable, so that when they speak against
you as evildoers, they may see your good deeds
and glorify God on the day of visitation.)
Partnership (cont. on page 9)
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CM COMMENTS

Energy from Our
Roots
Ron Hamilton, Conference Minister
The CCCC will celebrate its 65th anniversary at the
2013 Annual Family Conference to be held in St.
Paul, Minnesota on July 22–25. These are exciting
days to celebrate the Lord’s work in our fellowship
and to envision His work through us in the future. In
preparation for this anniversary celebration, I have
been reading some of the early issues of the Congregational Christian Beacon. This newsletter
laid the foundation for the beginning of our Conference, which was officially formed in 1948.

As a part of our teaching to those involved in church
development and church multiplication, we direct our
leaders to John 14:6,
Jesus answered, “I am the way, and the
truth and the life. No one comes to the
Father except through me.”
As we study this teaching, we agree that the Truth
is a Person, the Way is a Person, and the Life is a
Person. That person is Jesus Christ, and in Him we
live and move and have our being (see Acts 17:28).
We then agree that the Church is about…
 Incarnation: Living the Truth
— gift of presence.

 Proclamation: Speaking the Truth with others.
I was amazed when I read an article titled, “The
 Community: Living the Truth with others.
Curse of Religion,” from the May 1941 issue, written
by Rev. V.F. Anderson of Chicago, Illinois. While the
 Demonstration: Living/Giving the Truth
words were written in a form that is different from our
for others.
contemporary expression, there was a theme that
 Growing/Fruitfulness: Maturing in the Truth.
reflects the spirit of what the Lord is saying to us in
The foundation of the CCCC was built on a call to
this generation. In the article, Rev. Anderson says,
a devotion to Christ and His mission. Rev. Ander“Even a slight examination of the Scriptures
son concludes with some words that lead across the
will clearly show that there is a marked disgenerations to our ears,
tinction between Christianity and Religion.
Dear reader, examine your heart: Do
Religion consists of man’s personal efforts
you follow an empty Religion, or have
at pleasing and reaching God. It is man tryyou accepted Christ? w
ing to do something for God. Christianity is
Christ. All roads in the Scriptures lead to
Christ. Everything centers and heads up in
Him. You can have any religion in the world
without its founder; but you cannot have
Christianity without Christ.”
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CURRENT EVENTS

2013 RCF Pastors’ Conference
(The Reformed Congregational Fellowship involves some of our CCCC pastors and others. CoModerators of the group are CCCC pastors Paul Wanamaker and Kirk van der Swaagh. The
fellowship meets each spring in New England. We are pleased to announce their conference, so
others in the CCCC who wish to attend may know about it and participate. — Editor)
 What happened with Adam in the garden?
 When he transgressed the divine command,
did God just move on to “Plan B”?
 Is there anything left of the image of God in man?
 How does the law given at Sinai relate to Christ?
 Should the “law” still be preached?
 What relevance does the law have for Christians?
Join us for all (or any part of) the 2013 Reformed Congregational Fellowship’s Pastors’ Conference, April 16–18, at the Wonderland Conference
Center in Sharon, Massachusetts. Six presentations by colleagues serving in the pastorate will center on these vital and practical concerns. They
include:
 The Image of God and the Imperative of Law by Douglas Vickers
 The Meaning of God’s Judicial Laws for the Framers of The Savoy
Declaration of Faith (and what they called the “general equity” of
these laws for Christians and nations today) by Mark Alvis
 Two Trees Grew In Eden by Paul Wanamaker
 Should We Preach the Law of God? By Tim Broberg

Pictures from 2012 RCF Pastors’ Conference

 The Law and the Priesthood: a Glorious Development by David Green
 Exceeding Love: The Summary and Substance of the Law by Kirk van der Swaagh
The RCF Pastors’ Conference is chiefly one of ongoing education for pastors, in this case the doctrines of
grace as they are expressed in the Savoy Declaration. If pastors are to reinforce these truths in their congregations, then they must first be grounded in them, which has always been the goal of the RCF. We also
encourage pastors to bring others in their congregations who want to delve more deeply into biblical truth in
an intimate and interactive learning environment.
Please email pnwanamaker@comcast.net, or phone (508-285-5525) to obtain further conference details including lodging and registration instructions. Or go to www.reformedcongregational.org to get a conference
registration brochure. Also, if you know of pastors, church leaders, or others who you think would benefit
from this unique learning experience, please forward their email addresses to the above address. w
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CHURCH DEVELOPMENT

Be Fruitful and Multiply

by John Kimball, CCCC Director of Church Development
There are several outcomes we desire to see from
our LifeFlow process. We desire to see pastors
come alive as they “fit and flourish” in leading the flock
according to their Divine design. We desire to see
church leadership move away from simply administering the affairs of the church organization and begin
to lead the flock in effectively reaching the harvest for
Christ. We desire to see each of our Seven Guiding
Values become a reality in the life and ministry of the
church body. And as all these things build, we expect
to see the congregation begin to multiply: multiplying
more and better disciples, multiplying more and better
leaders, and out of these multiplying more and better
churches. The Scripture describes the Church of Jesus Christ as an organism — and healthy organisms
reproduce.

The LifeFlow process is very specifically designed
to bring about substantive changes in the life and
ministry of our participating pastors and churches. Its
primary purpose is NOT to help people get along or
to grow the numbers (i.e., attendance, budget, etc.)
in your congregation, even though these things likely
will happen. LifeFlow is designed to help any church
— pastor, leadership and congregation — to build
on strengths, to identify areas of lack, and to apply a
strong, biblical ecclesiology to their ministry together
to more faithfully and effectively extend the rule and
reign of King Jesus throughout their community. And
as this happens, multiplication will be a primary fruit.

LifeFlow, specifically, may not be the answer for every
congregation. That said, purposeful action toward its
outcomes is non-negotiable for any body proclaiming
Presently in the CCCC, church multiplication is a faithful obedience to Jesus Christ as Lord and Masstated priority — a reality for some, but only yet a ter. He commissioned the church to make disciples
wonderful dream for most. We can look back over the of all people groups (ethne), and instructed us to not
last decade and see the fingerprints of God as He only lead them into radical allegiance to Him through
sovereignly began producing the fruit of this “wonder- baptism, but also to teach them to obey everything He
ful dream” right before our eyes. Based upon what commanded. It’s an issue of Christ’s lordship — and
we are seeing, upon the values we proclaim, and on this is the very heart of the LifeFlow process.
the tactical ministry decisions we are making, I can
Take some time to prayerfully review the fruit of your
say that most (if not all) of the CCCC leadership now
church — your fruit as a pastor, your fruit as a leadexpects healthy church multiplication to become the
ership team, the fruit displayed by you as a member
norm — not just a wonderful exception. It takes time;
of your congregation. If these are not yet where they
but it also takes purposeful action on the part of evneed to be, then LifeFlow may be a huge blessing
ery congregation. Church multiplication is not someto you as you passionately pursue making more and
thing that big churches do; it’s something that faithful
better disciples, leaders and churches for Christ. w
churches do.
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NE REGION NEWS

A Group Hug

by Terry H.Shanahan, Northeast Regional Minister
We proclaim to you
what we have seen
and heard, so that
you also may have fellowship with us. And
our fellowship is with
the Father and with
his Son, Jesus Christ.
1 John 1:3
I have recently returned
from the NECCF Pastors and Spouse Retreat. This
is an event that happens every year for the ministry
couples in the New England area. We gather at a local chain hotel, and take 24 hours to get away from
the stresses of ministry, sleep in a quiet room with
a comfy bed. The pastors and spouses share meals
and renew friendships with others who share a ministry journey. We are most often a group of about 20
couples, and I wish that more couples took advantage of this opportunity. It is one way in which we
can live life together.
During the retreat we had a time of sharing where
we broke into groups of men and women. I think this
was the most powerful part of the retreat. I know the
men appreciated the time together. We discussed
how we had to guard our lives and marriages because that is the area where we will be attacked by
the evil one. As men, we agreed that we are not always there for our partners. We too often succumb
to the pressure of ministry and lose sight of our priorities, not carving out enough time for our spouses.
I heard that the women’s time of sharing was just as
powerful — sharing the difficulties of being a partner
in ministry while having a variety of expectations put
upon you by the people you serve. And we all noted
the loneliness of the ministry.

The national statistics are appalling. Ministry couples’
marriages are taking a big hit. I believe one thing we
learned at this year’s retreat is that there is healing in
sharing our stories with one another. Several couples
who hadn’t previously known each other exchanged
contact information in order to connect and lift one another up.
New England is the most concentrated of the CCCC regions for churches and clergy. But even with that, most
of our pastors serve in somewhat rural areas and have
to reach far and wide to find connection and support.
This is even more true for their ministry spouses.
If we are to live life together, we need to be intentional
in making and keeping those connections with other
clergy couples. We have a tremendous amount to offer
and tremendous blessing to receive when we live our
lives together in Christ. w

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR AND
READERS’
CONTRIBUTIONS

We welcome your contributions
to our publication.
If you have comments on what you read here,
please e-mail them to
kenandjoy@bellsouth.net.
If you have other comments or articles you wish
to contribute, including
Something to Think About,
please send them to the same e-mail address.
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BOOK REVIEW

The World of John Cleaveland
by Alwyn York, Conference Historian

John Cleaveland was not a famous man in his day. He spent most of his life as the pastor
of a rural parish north of Boston. He is of interest to us today because his descendants
took pains to preserve his papers. The writings he left behind provide a window into the
daily life and concerns of a minister in rural Massachusetts in the days before the American
Revolution.
Harvard scholar Christopher M. Jedrey published The World of John Cleaveland in 1979.
The book uses the records of Cleaveland’s life as a framework to examine the social and
economic forces at work in a small town in pre-revolutionary Massachusetts. What emerges is a picture of a conservative, fairly stable community striving to maintain its prosperity
and cohesion in the face of growing population, increasing migration, and growing tension
between the colonies and the British government. Jedrey analyzes data from wills and
taxation records to illustrate the social and economic trends that were occurring.
John Cleaveland’s life was impacted in very direct and important ways by the two most
significant historical events of his lifetime: the Great Awakening and the American Revolution. He was born in 1722 in Canterbury, Connecticut. The Cleaveland family and the
Canterbury Congregational Church to which they belonged were notable for their devotion
to the original ideals of Congregationalism during a time when these were undergoing
modification in many Congregational churches. They were strongly committed to the ideal
of a pure church with a membership composed only of those who could testify to being
transformed by God’s grace. They strongly rejected the “Half-Way Covenant,” which lowered the standard
for baptism. They also stood firmly for local church autonomy at a time when the Congregational churches
of Connecticut were developing a more connectional system.
John Cleaveland was born into a prosperous farming family. An indication of their increasing status was that
they sent their son to Yale College in 1741 to prepare for a ministerial career. John’s hopes for a career as
a pastor were almost dashed because of the tensions that had developed at Yale over the Great Awakening. Many of the students at Yale were ardent Christians and were drawn to the fiery preaching of “New
Light” ministers. In their zeal to awaken the churches, some of these preachers were becoming quite critical
of the existing churches and their pastors. In some cases they charged that settled pastors of churches
were unconverted men. Similar charges were made against the tutors at Yale. In response Thomas Clap,
the Rector of Yale, took a hard line against students involved in revival activities. John Cleaveland and his
brother Ebenezer were expelled from Yale in 1744 (John’s senior year) for attending a meeting of Christians
who had separated from the established churches, at which they listened to preaching from a non-ordained
man (their Uncle Solomon). (This occurred during the same time when future missionary David Brainerd
was expelled from Yale for disrespectful comments he made privately against one of the tutors.)
C leaveland (cont. on page 10)
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SOMETHING TO THINK ABOUT

A Wonderful Providence

by David Green, pastor of Cornerstone Church, Beverly, Massachusetts
It was the spring of 2009. I was in Atlanta undergoing treatment for prostate
cancer when I received an email from someone in Cagayan de Oro City in Mindanao. “Now where is Mindanao?” I wondered. It was from a pastor named Rem
Lapiz. His city is on the northwest coast of this large island that forms much of
the southern part of the Philippines. The Spanish-American war at the end of the
19th century brought the Philippines under US control, and the fruit was the wonderful benefit of English literacy for those who complete school.. Rem had found
our church’s website from the North American Reformed Seminary (TNARS.net),
an entity that offers distance biblical and seminary instruction. TNARS has a link
to the Reformed Congregational Fellowship and there he found our church and
my email address.
Rem had been in the Christian Missionary and Alliance. Around the year
2000 someone had put a copy of Saved By Grace, by Ronald Hanko into his
hands. This work convinced him of the application of God’s sovereignty to
all of life, including the plan and execution of human salvation. Rem learned
and then began to teach the doctrines of grace. His house fellowship was
organized into a church in 2005 and they adopted the Cambridge Platform
for their polity and the Savoy Declaration as their theological confession.
That first email included this excerpt, “I open your website and we learn that
your statement of faith is from The Savoy Declaration of Faith and The Cam- Mindanao pastors (Rem is third from the right)
bridge Platform. and we would like to inform you that we are also embracing
The Savoy Declaration of Faith and The Cambridge Platform, but we are very new in the reformed faith and
we are the only Reformed Church here at Cagayan de Oro City. The name of our church is Jireh Reformed
Congregational Church. We are glad that there are still churches who hold on the historic documents of
Congregationalism. It is our prayer that the Lord will continue to bless you more abundantly, and how we
wish that the Lord will open the way for you to visit Philippines and conduct a seminar to us.”
At the time I received this I was making daily trips for radiation and faced an uncertain future; but we began
to correspond. Rem mentioned other pastors and churches on Mindanao and in other parts of the Philippines where he had taught these biblical doctrines that were rediscovered through the Protestant Reformation. He said pastors of these churches would very much appreciate being taught more about confessional
Christianity. So our small church sent funds for the purchase of equipment for video communication, and
in the spring of 2010 we did a trial run via Skype. From that beginning we planned a three-day seminar for
June. Nine other pastors gathered in Rem’s house, some of whom traveled over seven hours and one by
boat from another island. Mindanao is exactly twelve hours ahead of EDT. This meant that we could have
four teaching sessions from 7–10 AM and 7–10 PM over three days, beginning on a Monday evening here.
P rovidence (cont. on page 9)
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CHURCH MULTIPLICATION

2013 Church Planters’ Conference:
The Nineveh Project
The 2nd annual national CCCC Church Planters’ Conference will be held in Revere, Massachusetts on April
22–25. The Nineveh Project is an annual gathering of the Conservative Congregational Christian Conference with the purpose of equipping, training, coaching, and releasing churches and individuals to plant
churches. In the book of Jonah, we see a prophet called to the great city of Nineveh where God wanted to
reach a culture and city that was lost. Our hope is that our conferences will be used by God to call people
to the Ninevehs in our day, and to raise up a generation of people who will be faithful in loving great cities.

WHO IS THE NINEVEH PROJECT CONFERENCE
FOR?
 Church planters and their team members
 Church planter spouses
 Anyone interested in church planting
 Pastors
 Seminary students
 People connected to the CCCC
 People not connected to the CCCC
 Anyone interested in these topics
 Anyone else.

THE THEME OF NINEVEH PROJECT 2013 IS
GOSPEL-CENTERED CHURCH PLANTING.
The plenary topics are:

 The Gospel for the Church Planter: Fostering the gospel identity of a leader
 The Gospel for Sanctification: Becoming mature in the gospel, gospel-centered discipleship
 The Gospel for Mission: Gospel-driven outreach/evangelism
To get more information and register, visit the website: www.theninevehproject.com w
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P rovidence (cont. from page 7)

It was a great success, if quite challenging to teach,
listen and respond twelve hours out of thirty-nine! I
taught the first part of the Westminster Shorter Catechism, an excellent teaching tool for basic doctrine.
Its Q & A structure lends itself well to interactive sessions. What a privilege to be able to sit in my own
house and communicate half-way around the world
with pastors who were eager to learn, would immediately put this into practice and be able to strengthen
the understanding, faith and ministry of their growing
congregations!

The Foresee
Partnership (cont. from page 1)

These two churches then joined Community Bible
Church of Inwood, New York, which is located
on the eastern end of the Rockaway Peninsula,
to serve people from their community. Furniture,
sheetrock, insulation, and flooring were discarded
and backyards had debris removed from them.
An Egyptian woman,
ironically named Sandy,
was so grateful for the
help that she showed
up at CBC on a followWe have had a number of sessions since that time,
ing Sunday with tears
the latest in August 2012. My dear friend and felof gratitude and a tray
low Congregationalist Rick Daniels in North Carofull of Middle Eastern
lina has also done some teaching for these brothers.
foods to share with the
The number of pastors embracing the historic faith
congregation!
of English and American Congregationalists is growing in many parts of the Philippines. Rem and his We want to thank our sisson, Kim, have begun a Bible and theology school ter CCCC churches who
in their church building with adjacent living quar- responded with financial
ters constructed specifically for these young men gifts. These funds were
who were chosen from various churches as bright used to purchase supplies
prospects for the pastorate. Rem’s household takes to help with the cleanup
care of their room and board. Rem’s church also has efforts and the money
started a school for largely indigent children from that was left was distribfamilies devastated by frequent typhoons. Rem’s uted to a number of the
Jireh Congregational Church is truly a holistic work, households with which
demonstrating the fruit of confessional truth learned, we had personal contact.
embraced and applied to all areas of life.
They all had incurred burdensome expenses relatI am delighted to share this story because the poed to the storm and they
tential is there for anyone to connect with others
were grateful to receive
around the world for whatever purposes God may
the help.
be pleased to fulfill through your willingness to take
the first step. Some of you may already be commu- The destruction caused
nicating via video or audio with your missionaries, by the storm is still evident in our region. Many rebut I challenge you to think about what else your main displaced, whose future is uncertain. We are
time, resources and opportunities may provide as a praying for additional opportunities to bear witness
means to leverage your knowledge to a far wider au- in word and deed to the truth of God’s mercy and
dience in this needy world that continues to be white grace. Again, we thank our sister churches for partunto harvest. w
nering with us in this endeavor. w
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C leaveland (cont. from page 6)

crease tax revenue and to put tighter controls upon
the colonies. As tensions grew between the government of England and the American colonies, John
Cleaveland emerged as a strong spokesman for
the colonial cause. Under the pen name “Johannes
in Eremo” (Latin for “John in the Wilderness”), he
wrote a series of newspaper editorials protesting
the actions of the British government and defending the rights of the colonies. He served as a chaplain for the Continental army during the revolution.
In 1747 John Cleaveland became pastor of a church Three of his sons served as soldiers in the fight for
in Chebacco (now Essex), Massachusetts that had American independence.
started as a breakaway group from the original
church in town. Theophilus Pickering, the pastor of John Cleaveland did not live to see the nineteenth
the Chebacco church, was notable for the degree century. He died on April 22, 1799 (his birthday),
of his hostility to the revival activities of the Great at the age of 77. Besides his newspaper columns
Awakening. Church members who were support- he published several books. For a defense of the
ive of the efforts of itinerant preachers to awaken orthodox view of the Atonement against the emergthe church experienced growing tension with their ing Unitarianism published in 1763, he was finally
pastor until they finally decided to break away. John awarded the Yale degree that was denied him as a
Cleaveland came to be the pastor of this group. young man.
He served this church for the rest of his life. Time
John Cleaveland’s letters, diaries, journals and
would lead to a healing of the split in a surprising
sermons were preserved by his descendants and
way. The first church continued to decline during
were donated to the Essex Institute in Essex, Masthe ministry of the pastor called after the death
sachusetts in 1874. John Cleaveland was the sixth
of Theophilus Pickering. After this pastor left the
great-grandfather of former CCCC Board of Direcchurch in 1766, the remaining members of the old
tors member David A. Williams.* It would be interestchurch hired Cleaveland to preach to them as well.
ing to know how many members of our Conference
The two churches were formally joined as one with
have family ties that go back to the spiritual leaders
Cleaveland as their pastor in 1775.
of old New England. w
Without a Yale degree John Cleaveland found that
the pulpits of the Congregational churches of Connecticut were closed to him. He traveled to Massachusetts, where the Congregational churches were
more loosely organized than in Connecticut. He
preached for about a year in Boston to a group that
had separated from the established churches. This
group did not prove to be sufficiently strong or stable
enough to support him, so he sought another call.

John Cleaveland served as a military chaplain during the French and Indian War and took part in the
British invasion of French Canada in 1759. The
expenses of that war put a severe strain upon the
British economy, and the government was led to in-

*(Editor’s Note: Dave Williams called me to tell
of his knowledge of ancestor John Cleaveland,
and how thrilled he is for this article by Alwyn
York.)
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CHANGES & OPPORTUNITIES
PASTORAL CHANGES
Peru, IL

First Congregational Church
(Independent)
Dale Pederson

West Newbury, West Newbury Congregational
MA
Church* (Youth Pastor)
David Rameau

PASTORAL OPPORTUNITIES
Blue Island, IL

Evangelical Community Church*

LaMoille, IL

First Congregational Church*

Gardner, MA

Mission St. Congregational
Church* (Part-time)

Otsego, MI

First Congregational Church of
Otsego *

Cook, MN

Ashawa Chapel*
(Part-time)

Inwood, NY

Community Bible Church*
(Part-time)
East Glenville Community Church*

Scotia, NY

Robertsville,
OH

Christ Memorial Church*

Sardis, OH

St. Paul’s Church*
(Part-time)

Alexandria, PA

Christ Reformed Church*

Reynoldsville,
PA
Warren, PA

Paradise Community Church
(UCC)
Good News Community Church*
(Part-time)
Old Goshenhoppen Reformed
Church (Independent)

Woxall, PA
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Parkston, SD

Salem United Church of
Christ (UCC)

Orwell, VT

First Congregational Church
(Independent) (Part-time)

Hillsboro, WI

First Congregational Church*

* = Conference member
+ = In process

HEALTH NEWS

Fit Feet

Betty Mitchell RN BSN, Parish Nurse
Emmanuel Bethel Church, Royal Oak, MI
A human foot contain 26 bones, 32 joints, 107 ligaments, 19 muscles and many nerves and blood vessels. God’s design for our feet is a biomedical engineering wonder. We need to protect them throughout
our life. Our feet support us in many ways over our
lifetime, allowing the average person to walk the
equivalent of twice around the world in a lifetime.

Keeping your feet healthy will help you avoid embarrassing and uncomfortable
problems such as athlete’s foot, foot odor and toenail fungus. The skin covering
our feet needs to be inspected regularly for any change in appearance of color
or texture. If the feet appear dry, keep them hydrated with lotions or creams.
Remember to put sunscreen on exposed skin if you wear sandals.
Another way to maintain healthy feet is to have each foot measured regularly to
be sure you are wearing the proper size shoe. Try shoes on at the end of the
day, as your foot tends to swell during the course of sitting or standing throughout the day. Try shoes on before purchasing to be sure they are comfortable.
Not all styles and sizes will be a good fit for your foot.
Wash your feet daily with soap and water — do not just swish your feet around
in the shower. Dirt and grime accumulate between the toes, too.
Since fungus grows best in a dark, warm environment, it is important to dry your
feet thoroughly, especially between the toes. Putting dry socks on becomes
important during the day if your feet become wet. Allow shoes to dry out by
alternating shoes each day. Shoes will absorb moisture from the sweat your foot
produces.
Trim your toenails regularly to keep bacteria from growing under nails that are
too long. Short nails will keep from ruining your socks.
Maintaining a healthy weight will go a long way to decrease added stress on the
ligaments, joints and muscles over time. As weight increases, joints can get out
of alignment and wear away cartilage. Tendonitis can develop as tendons and
ligaments stretch. Walking is a great way to maintain your weight. w
Source www.medicalnewstoday.com; www.apma.org; Live Well, Winter 2013
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The 65th Annual Family Conference
July 22-25, 2013
Crowne Plaza Hotel— Riverfront
St. Paul, MN

Online Registration NOW OPEN
at www.ccccusa.com
Theme: Being Changed
And we all, who with unveiled faces contemplate the Lord’s
glory, are being transformed into his image with ever-increasing glory, which comes from the Lord, who is the Spirit.
—2 Corinthians 3:18—

Conservative
Congregational Christian
Conference
8941 Hwy 5
Lake Elmo, MN
55042
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